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Here you can find the menu of Symphony in Cincinnati. At the moment, there are 18 dishes and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Symphony:

for the first time dinner at the symphony . my dinner was very good. high points were the chicken and yeast rolls!
the experience was especially positiw with shelby as server. she was very attentive and accommodating. always
ready to request our small changes in the menu. the hostess was also attentive. my only suggestion would be to

update the session in the dining room. the permitting of the historical ambient is n... read more. What User
doesn't like about Symphony:

the restaurant in rehabbed hotel is sorta charming and the service was excellent. the delivery from the kitchen
was slow, however, and eating - at least that we ordered in the frame of the three cure fixed price menu here -
was very common and high price in retrospect. very practical for a pre-music hall dinner, but not for us from a

valuable dinner. read more. The comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Symphony
even more worthwhile, There are also scrumptious South American meals in the menu. You have the option to,
after the meal (or during it), still relax at the bar with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, and you have the

opportunity to try fine American meals like Burger or Barbecue.
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Soup�
GAZPACHO

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

SOUP

PORK CHOP

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

PORK MEAT

CHEESE

BUTTER

SCALLOPS

SHRIMP

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 16:00-20:00 16:00-20:00
17:00-20:00
Thursday 17:00-22:00 19:00-22:00
Friday 17:00-22:00 20:00-23:00
Saturday 17:00-22:00 20:00-23:00
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